THE   RHYMERS'   CLUB
than three days stinks'. The consequence was that
they were always desperately hard up and not infre-
quently insolvent. One writes to say that 'The state of
Denmark is unsound to this degree, that we only have
£i ioj. in the world.' They were always wanting
something in advance. 'A publisher/ writes Davidson,
'who insisted on regarding his poets as beggars if they
required money before the accounts were settled, will
go to Hell and be tortured by having to hear through all
eternity the glorious company of minor poets chant
their poems.'
When they had obtained from their 'father and
brother' money for all that they had written, for a good
deal that was still to be written, as well as for some that
would never be written at all, they were sometimes
compelled to lend their clothes—for a consideration—to
another, and more exacting, relative. Indeed, more
than one of them found the pawnshop a very present
help in time of trouble. One, having parted with his
dress trousers in this way, and having urgent need of
them to go to some function or other, sent the ticket to
Lane and implored him to go and redeem them and
send them off to him with all possible dispatch.
There was an attempt, which met with only qualified
success, to bring these poets together in a cenacle or
club. The members of this association, which was
formally christened 'The Rhymers' Club*, used to meet
(according to Mr. Arthur SymonsJ in an upper room of
'The Cheshire Cheese', 'where long clay pipes lay in
slim heaps on the wooden tables between tankards of
ale; and young poets, then very young, recited their
own verses to-one another with a desperate and ineffectual
attempt to get into tune with the Latin Quarter'. I do
not know whether all the members who contributed to
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